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By Melody Cook
Staff Writer

Peter Stadisky's choice in this year's Undergraduate Student Organization's presidential race takes no stand on any issue. He is, rather, an "informed and already involved" person, said Mrs. Dwyer's jailed American writer. Dwyer, 22, has spent his last year at Amherst, where he was a self-taught graduate student with a "boyish, sideways grin," said Mrs. Dwyer. "I have never had to do with school issues and usually turn to popularity contests, Stadisky said, Sudanly has just as good a chance of winning as anyone, provided he runs a good campaign.

A seasoned veteran of political campaigns, he ran in last year's election also, which Stadisky called a "farcical victory for himself.

Sudney's official vote count last year came to 73, but a number of votes weren't counted because people forgot to write in the snake's running mate or spelled his name wrong. "The estimate I've heard from people who voted is that there were upwards of 300," Stadisky said. "Maybe because it was so much fun last year I'm doing it again."

This year, however, a running mate will be chosen ahead of time. A white mouse will fill the spot and Stadisky says Sudanly will fulfill a campaign promise to swear that his "white friend" outside the Student Center the day before the election "for publicity."

Much of the campaign involves playing on snake-related words. For example, Stadisky says Sudanly's position on the Student Center celebration is uncertain, but last year he was "carried up in the air" and "rounded in a snake and added glasses to pull Sudanly's tail out of his right eye.

Several campaign workers will also try to get a petition going to get Sudanly onto the official ballot as a murderer, the Mime, and Mouse-Party. The only real problem they expect to run into is that Sudanly is not a B.S. student, and doesn't meet the minimum point average. But Sudanly isn't all that worried.

"Some of the other presidents that won couldn't if they had a grade point average either," he said.

"Our ages are not going to be questioned about being thrust into the political spotlight. He curled himself, contentedly, as far as one can tell about a snake, around Stadisky's head and picked his bickering teeth out of unwarily put-downs.

"At first people thought it was a joke," Sudanly said. "But the plans and the campaign just kept starting in the eyes." But he was dead serious about not being "found guilty."

And the snake kissed him on the nose.

---

Iran spy trial ends

By The Associated Press

An Iranian court convicted jailed American writer Cynthia Dwyer on spying charges Sunday, sentenced her to time already served, and then ordered her expelled. The State Department said Mrs. Dwyer would be released + (3) days after the judge's order.

At his home in the Buffaloe, N.Y., suburb of Amherst, Mrs. Dwyer's husband, John, said he felt "tremendous, grateful, thrilled, relieved" at news of the pending release of his 49-year-old wife, who has been held by the Iranians for nine months and three days.

Dwyer denied the spying charges at her trial last Wednesday, according to Iranian press reports. Dwyer said he and the couple's three children had no idea of Mrs. Dwyer's travel plans.

In Washington, State Department spokesman Anna Steckman said the plans "would be determined by the family."

The State Department had been assured that Mrs. Dwyer would "eave the country before the end of the month," she said.

Mrs. Dwyer, an occasional writer for Runastist magazine who her husband says were sent to Iran to research the Iranian revolution for free-lance articles she hoped to sell, was convicted on four charges including "indulging in acts of espionage against the Islamic Republic of Iran," according to Iran's official Pars news agency.

It listed the others as: "establishing contacts with the United States government in order to mediate between them and other American agents; joining with a session of Iranian RadioCommunist Party, and establishing radio connection and broadcasting programs within the country."

She was sentenced to nine months imprisonment and ordered deported from the country by the Fourth Division of the Central Islamic Revolutionary Court in Tehran, Pars said.

Snakeman: a part-time, illegal.
Union leaders support latest Poland strike

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Workers in the southwestern Polish city of Jelenia Gora called a general strike Sunday as national leaders of the independent union Solidarity met there with union leader Lech Walesa to discuss the possible spread of strikes to nearby cities.

The strike, set to begin Monday, and the promise of support from union leaders in the region, came against a backdrop of events in Poland this week that includes a meeting of the Communist Party's Central Committee, a Supreme Court ruling on an independent farmers union and the opening of the Polish Parliament.

Meanwhile, a Solidarity spokesman from Wroclaw, 25 miles southeast of Jelenia Gora, said miners in the region had postponed a strike call for Tuesday by one day. The miners, seeking five-day workweeks for all employees in the industry in addition to laborers, are to meet with government negotiators Monday in Katowice, center of Poland's coal-mining region.

Walesa met union delegates from regional Solidarity chapters and some members of the union's national commission after arriving in Jelenia Gora earlier in the day. A Solidarity spokesman reached by telephone said Walesa spoke to about 250 workers gathered in a meeting hall.

In addition to discussing the Jelenia Gora protest, the delegates were expected to consider strike threats in nearby cities including Glogow, Lubin, Walbrzych, Wroclaw, Zelenia Gora and Legnica if talks with government negotiators in Jelenia Gora fail.

The Solidarity negotiators came to Jelenia Gora from Lodz-Biala, where anti-day protest ended Friday.

It had been the largest labor protest since last summer's nationwide strikes, which ended with government agreement to formation of the independent union Solidarity that now claims some 10 million members.

Warsaw radio reported that Solidarity officials were studying a government proposal to end the deadlocked talks in Jelenia Gora.

Government negotiators had offered a possible solution to worker demands that the local health service gain control of a resort and clinic used exclusively by party and government officials.

Donovan's lawyer blasts senators

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Efforts by two Democratic senators to reopen an FBI investigation of U.S. Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan's past business dealings are "politically motivated" and Donovan's attempts to embarrass the Reagan administration, Donovan's lawyer said Sunday.

The five Democratic members of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, citing their "abiding inaccuracies" in the FBI inquiry, called Saturday for another look at Donovan's role as vice president of the Schiavone Construction Co. of Secaucus, N.J.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts, Claude M. Pell of Rhode Island, Thomas Eagleton of Missouri, Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio and Donald Riegle of Michigan said they were sending their letter to committee chairman Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, to reopen the FBI's investigation of Donovan.

A spokesman for Hatch said his committee staff would investigate the allegations.

The Record, in a copyright story in its Sunday editions, quoted a source close to the FBI as saying that Donovan's record of Hatch, R-Utah, to reopen the FBI's investigation of Donovan.
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Fund requests to be discussed at City Council budget meeting

By Tony Gordon

A City Council discussion of the fiscal year 1982 budget scheduled for Monday, Feb. 12, is expected to draw close attention from representatives of at least six social service agencies. Part of the planned public hearing on the 1982 budget will be a council review of city funding requests totaling $174,360. The requests have come from the Carbondale Community Service Board, Carbondale Synergy, Inc., Carbondale Community Foundation, Inc., and the Carbondale Library Board.

The funding requests in response to a policy adopted last week by the council setting Monday as the date of the first public hearing on use of federal revenue sharing funds as a chance for citizens to comment on the entire budget. A city staff estimates that $951,424 in revenue sharing funds will be available from May 1, 1981 through April 30, 1982. The largest request from an agency is for $72,864 from the Carbondale Community Service Board. If approved by the council, $50,000 of that amount would make up the 1981-82 operating budget for the Board's social service program and $42,864 would go to support the Coordinated Youth Program at the Carbondale House Center. In November, when federal funds for the youth program ran out, the council approved a grant of $18,779 to support the program until the end of the current fiscal year. The Park District is requesting $30,000 to spend on the development of the Carbondale Newcastle Park. The Park District has already spent $19,380 of a projected total development cost of $36,000 for the park.

Preparation for Parenthood will request $12,814 from the city budget to be added to funds the organization receives from the Illinois Family Planning Council and the Carbondale United Way. The money requested from the city would be used to help pay the salaries of the agency director and two outreach workers, according to its written request to the council.

The Carbondale Library Board is requesting that the city in future line its purchase of a microfilm reader-printer and related supplies, expected by the board to cost $4,500.

Local bar to file appeal on six-day suspension

By Tony Gordon

An appeal of the Carbondale Liquor Control Commission's six-day suspension of Gatsby's Liquor license will be filed by attorney Phil Gilbert. "We are appealing on the basis of the determination of the state Liquor Commission, Gatsby's attorney Phil Gilbert said. The Liquor Commission refused to hear a case of the second charges the Carbondale commission Feb. 2, Gilbert entered a plea of guilty to a charge of underage sale on Oct. 28, 1981, and the bar was found guilty by the commission of two additional charges of underage sale on Nov. 5 and 13. Gilbert said filling an appeal with the state commission will automatically stop any enforcement of the Carbondale commission's order that the bar be closed on Feb. 12, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, and 27 until a hearing is held in Springfield. The appeal will contend that evidence introduced in the hearing of the violations alleged to have occurred Nov. 5 and 13 did not support a finding of guilt and that the suspension handed down by the commission was unreasonable, Gilbert said. The Carbondale Commission ruled that Gatsby's would be closed on Feb. 13 for the Oct. 30 violation, Feb. 16, 19 and 20 for the Nov. 5 charge and Feb. 26 and 27 for the Nov. 13 charge.

Boxing fans riot in Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A fracas that broke out among 2,000 boxing fans who couldn’t get into the sold-out Olympic Auditorium caused up to $5,000 in damage, officials say. "We had a lot of unhappy people who couldn’t buy tickets, so we called the police," said box office manager Vern Chapman. After tickets to the Bernardo Prota-Pino Macias welterweight match sold out at about 7 p.m. on Friday night, fans broke down a fence and a side door, Chapman said. Just about 30 police officers kept them out of the auditorium and dispersed the crowd.
Letters

Fight for your right to booze

The last paragraph of the Feb. 4 story concerning the suspension of Gabby’s liquor license quoted Mayor Hans Fuchs as saying “the city may have to take another look at the decision...to allow those under 21 to be admitted to bars in Carbondale.” This brings up questions as to whether the city, and for that matter, the state has any concern for its constituents and whether or not its interests are an integral part of the city of Carbondale. We provide recreation to the city that would otherwise not exist. Student population is usually that of the city. Why then must the city continually refuse to include our opinion in their decisions?

Last year, when the City Council reviewed the liquor licenses that would probably those under 21 years of age into Carbondale bars, 106 students expressed their concern by showing up at a City Council meeting. At the meeting, those who opposed the ordinance were outnumbered by those who favored it. The ordinance was defeated unanimously by the City Council. This is more than a substantial majority. It also shows that there is no need to review the policy to see if it is worth to be reviewed.

What does need to be changed is the drinking law itself. The Illinois Legislature raised the drinking age by a majority vote. The plan Sen. Cupp, however, passed the law with less than the 60 percent majority vote needed to prohibit home rule powers. Gov. Thompson signed this bill knowing that it violated the above mentioned provision of the Illinois Constitution. The city of Carbondale, by accepting this law, has refused to stand up for its home rule rights and the student citizens.

We can do something about this. First, students must register to vote in the upcoming City Council elections. Students can register at either City Hall or at the Jackson County Court House. Second, students must vote for the student candidates who will support the rights of their constituents, rights that are currently being violated. If you’re concerned about what goes on in your state, our state and be sure to protect the rights of its students and lawmakers. You could listen to Neil Diamond’s “Song of Hope” before right-wing, Stated Senator, East Side

Tips reviewers should heed

After reading Randy Lynch’s review of the Salukis basketball album, I feel compelled to respond. As a student, I have personal dislike of a band a music hardy constitutes the basis for a review.

There is no official law of nature stated by writer Theodore Sturgeon: “I hold that 90 percent of everything is crap.” The law is especially true for criticism. A true critique of anything from a book to a movie, is what is the artist’s goal in creating the album, play, etc.? Second, how does he try to achieve that goal? Finally, did he succeed? Any critique that does not follow these guidelines is merely a statement of personal opinion.

Some fans think the Salukis can win

My wife and I are avid SIC basketball fans. We go to almost every Saluki game, and we often go out with friends. We like our team.

We cheer enthusiastically for the team. We believe that the players and team members have a lot of talent. We do not need to hear complaints about their efforts.

We suggest that the players relax and play, a slow, deliberate style (as in the Tubas and Bradley games). Also, we wish the team would use its two good reserves more effectively. The occasional use of the “double post” offense would be a significant advantage.

We know the Salukis can win. Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Rood, Carbondale

Reviewer is a chauvinist

In Hod Smith’s review of “The Jazz Singer,” I don’t agree with the way he reviewed the film. It is a difficult film to review, but Smith did a poor job.

Considering that the three actresses are well over the age of 13, it would be appropriate to call them “girls.” The film was made to be a showcase for Jack Johnson and his team. However, the film was not made for the city. Why would anyone want to watch a film about what makes a truly good film, even if you don’t watch what make matters?

I believe that the review should have been more critical of anything that would be considered to be a flop. You, however, passed over a flop. You should have said that the film is not worth seeing.

Men of Steele are shower-shy

I’m sorry to say this but the members of the Men’s Swimming team are not a bunch of glorious heroes to everyone.

It seems that people always hurt the ones closest to them in your case, guys. In case you didn’t know, everyone likes the restrictions at the Student Recreation Center. There are some people that would like to use a soap-o-noodle. But you, no doubt, are not an exception. Men like to wear their hair.

If Saluki fans are looking for good coaches, inspired athletes, and winning performances, they should leave the hoop dreams at home and watch the “Men of Steele.” Or they could cheer Bill Meade’s gymnasts and Lynn Long’s wrestlers at the arena. You wouldn’t get any “dog” performances from these groups of Salukis.

Bob Steele has a national record holder to lead his record breaking tankers. Bill Meade’s attraction is the long time at the Rec Center pool watching the “Men of Steele.” Or they could cheer Bill Meade’s gymnasts and Lynn Long’s wrestlers at the arena. You wouldn’t get any “dog” performances from these groups of Salukis.

Review of ‘The Jazz Singer’ unfair

I would like to make a comment about the movie review of “The Jazz Singer”

I believe a critic should keep his personal biases out of what is supposed to be an informative article.

Referring to Neil Diamond as “an inept singer” is a bit out of line. I do believe the writer of the article has looked at the number of gold and platinum albums Neil Diamond has sold, but has not looked at the content of his albums. Neil Diamond has won for his “Chains of Love” and “In the Eyes of the Night.”

I wonder if this writer could gain as much respect, or even as many as this “inept singer” has gained. —Edward Lazzari, Junior, Finance
A tribute to America's worst poet

JAMES J. KILPATRICK

IF I THOUGHT ABOUT IT AT ALL, I probably supposed that Mencken had invented the Great Bullsh*t Hoax. It is the kind of name that W.C. Fields would have loved. This post December I noted that Robert Tyrell, the peckish fellow who edits The American Spectator, had announced his "Sixth Annual J. Gordon Coogler Award," given for a couple of the worst books published in the U.S. in the preceding 12 months.

Out of curiosity, I checked all the standard biographical dictionaries around the office, and turned up no trace of a J. Gordon Coogler. Then I wrote Mr. Tyrell, charging him, in effect, with honoring real authors in the name of a character. Not so! cried my brother. Coogler lived! And Mr. Tyrell thereupon directed me to Professor Claude Henry Neuffer of the University of South Carolina in Columbia. The professor is the world's leading authority—indeed, the only authority—upon this deservedly forgotten exemplar of prosecraft at its worst. Mr. Neuffer sent the Coogler's Complete Works.

I AM ABOUT TO TELL YOU more about Coogler than you really want to know. He was born on Dec. 3, 1869, in Indoe, S.C., the son of Samuel and Luanna Coogler. At 14, he himself changed his name (from what I do not know) to John Brown Gordon Coogler, after the Confederate general of the same name. In 1883, he began his career as a printer. His talent for rhetoric blossomed. He put a sign in his shop window: "Poems Written While You Wait." Thereupon began a career that ended much too soon with his death in Sept. 1897.

During his lifetime he published several editions of offerings. In 1897 he gathered them in a slim but mesmerizing volume entitled "Purely Original Verse."

ANOTHER FEATURE RAISED THE VOLUME to classic heights. Dozens of editors of that day, enchanted by Coogler's awfulness, had praised him in praise of praise. It became known as "Genius will out," cried the Providence Journal Times. "The author has seen life," excited the Hartford Courant. Henry W. Grady lauded it on with a five-inch brush. has bowed a club had been formed, to be known as the Atlanta B was endowed by the Coogler Society. I read your verses constantly," wrote the Grady. "A very personal I find something new to admire."

Coogler never suspected a thing. Apparently he accepted each luinbrite as no more than his due. Among the serious reviews is an editorial from the Carolina Spartan, quoting an especially derogatory contributor: "Now that is not poetry," inquired the editor, "we would like for someone to tell us what is."

Professor Neuffer has reproduced Coogler's final volume in facsimile. At six bucks a copy, it bears a ticket to the ball game. —Copyright, 1961, Universal Press Syndicate

Synthetic 'feelings' replacing thought

THE MOVABLE FEAST of celebration about the hostages has abated a bit, so perhaps it will not seem intolerably churlish to ask what, precisely, people have been celebrating. Clearly, more is involved than just gratification about the hostages deliverance. At the risk of seeming stone-hearted, I suggest this:

The crisis that began because of the hostages, and was prolonged by confusion, and ended in exhaustion, has been followed by a national hysteria of self-deception symbolized by a sign carried by a celebration: "America St. Iran 0." When calmity is translated into the idiom of sport and christened a victory, when victims are called heroes and emblematic heroes for telegenic celebrations of triumph, then it is time to recall George Orwell's axiom that the great enemy of clear language is the establishment of "feelings."

MUCH OF THE emotionality, although not consciously insincere, has been synthetic in the sense that it has been a psychological mechanism to keep unpleasant thoughts at bay. Beneath the intense and fevered spirit of the ceremonies of victorious homecoming there was, I suspect, grim determination to have fun rather than face facts.

The hostages were used by Iran, for the humiliation of America and the celebration of Iran's revolution, and now the former hostages have been used by America in a pageant, the effect of which is to prevent the country from thinking about how it allowed Iran to succeed. The Carter administration's penchant for striking poses and calling them policies released the public's penchant for yellow ribbons, candlelight vigils, and other gestures that were explained by the gestures on the grounds that "we just felt we had to do something." Such activities were cathartic for the nation, but a nation that confines catharsis with the cerebral is in the name of a nation that cannot distinguish between antidepressant and acting.

SOME AMERICANS even say the crisis was "a good thing" because it "brought the country together." But so did Pearl Harbor, which was not: a good thing and would have been worse if America had been vigs and ribbons. Perhaps Americans are so starved for a sense of "togetherness," and so covet the warm feeling of shared emotions, that they care not whether the emotions are real, or disproportionate, or have a suitable occasion. I cannot erase from my mental retina what I saw at A.M. at the Dakota apartment building on the second day after John Lennon was shot there.

A crowd, bathed in television lights and tears, was keeping a vigil in front of the large gable roofed with flowers and photographs. The unnumbered crowd sang the old anthem round and round. A pen-swing yearning for the days of the worship of a rock star. For days as I added five-inch brush to my heavy jockey shows, talk shows and radio jockey shows were cluttered with people having fun explaining how they "lived" John Lennon, and their grief at their "deeply personal loss." Love for a jockeyed-over rock star is, however real the psychic need it nourishes, still synthetic.

EVEN WORSE THAN the illusion that is debasing the currency is the illusion debasing the language. It is deepening the words that are the currency of thought. A nation that was built by muscle and preserved by blood is, increasingly, fueled by hypocrisy and sustained by euphemism. (remember the "incomplete success" at Desert One?) It has an economy increasingly geared to the manufacture of synthetic happiness (How many can say "America," an entertainment product, just like a record?) the manufacture of the cheapest mood... And now the nation may be becoming, as the book is being manufactured "feelings."

In all five of these "feelings" of the professor noticed the growing tendency of students to answer questions with statements like, "Well, any feeling about Hamlet..." The language of "reaction" and "feeling" was evidence of a culture losing interest in reason, celebrating sentiment, celebrating "art" and denigrating and delining it in terms of "experience." In short, the feeling of "feeling".

How does it feel? was the essential question of the hostage crisis, asked of everybody, about everything. They will end when the thinking begins. —1981, The Washington Post Co.

Short shots

The long wait for the McAndrew Stadium track resurfacing proves once again that University administrators have to work with shrinking dollars, but they can stretch a little red tape a long, long way.—Steve Kane

Maybe football coach Roy Dempsey should take over the basketball team. At least he has a player.—Rod Smith

Cameras in Illinois courtrooms could bring new required classes for law students, like Acting 101.—Ann Becker

If the World Champion Oakland Raiders can try to move out of town, why can't the Sahara basketball team do the same?—Steve Metcalf

The Intercollegiate Athletics Committee members actively support the track and cross country teams. They love a run-around.—Rod Smith
Music grad student to present free organ recital at Shroyack

Candace McFadden McGrew, a graduate student in music, will perform an organ recital at 8 p.m. Monday at Shroyack Auditorium as part of the university’s annual music degree in performance.

The program will include music by Mendelssohn, Bach, Haydn and Messiaen. McGrew is the music director and organist for the First Presbyterian Church in Marion. She is currently studying under Dr. James Webb in the school of music. Admission is free and the public is invited.

Reading hour set for Calipere

Students and faculty members from the speech communications department will present a reading hour of literature from well-known authors called “Operation Interpretation” at 7 p.m. Friday at the Calipere Stage in the Communications Building. Tickets are $1 and are on sale the night of the show.

An even with Alex Haley...

“One of the most moving books I have ever read...It sometimes brought me to tears, and to feelings to deep for tears...”

Robert Kirsh
L.A. Times

February 10th at 8 p.m.
Ballrooms C & D

Tickets $2.50
ON SALE NOW
at Student Center Box Office

Sponsored by SPC Expressive Arts Committee & Black Affairs Council

By Red Smith

For the crowd’s elders, it was a chance to reminisce about the lively, energetic jazz music of the 20s, 30s and 40s at the setting of Shroyck Auditorium. Music from that period moves from clapping and finger snapping to bouncy, emotive blues. The talent-singers that comprise the international touring company of this Tony Award-winning musical effectively met with exultation.

The five-member singing troupe, backed by a seven-piece swing band, performed 30 songs over two hours that featured dancing, comedy, tap singing, simulated radio shows, burlesque lighting and bits of burlesque in Waller’s presentation of the character’s cabinet of personality.

Waller, most noted for his refinement of “stride” piano (a driving, bouncy, improvisational composition form) with extremes. Although none of the five singers were from the original Broadway cast, they displayed professionalism that comes with years of experience in other musicals and stage shows. Three of the singers (singers) resembled Waller not only in talent, but in rotund shape as well.

The talent-singers—all females—adopted the voice of the character and moved well through the show that gave each their own identifiable personality.

Michele McCann teamed with Clint Bowers ("The War") to bring a moving version of Waller’s hit “Honeysuckle Rose” and later soloed on a mash, sassy rendition of “Cash For Your Trash” during a simulated radio show of World War II vintage. A highlight was her moving solo, “Mean To Me.”

Bowers turned in the night’s funniest performance, singing and acting to “Your Feet’s Too Big” and later trading vocal choruses with Milton Craig Nealy on the singalong “Fat and Greasy.”

The younger audience was provided to identify with "The Viper Drag," a humorous look at marijuana smoking during that time, sung and effectively danced, or stumbled, by Nealy.

The whole company took part in some of Waller’s biggest hits, "Ain’t Misbehavin’, ""Black and ""Crazy."" "The Joint is Jumpin’ and ""Handful of Keys,"" a song describing stride piano. These songs captured the soul-shaking, festive mood of the swing era.
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‘Altered States’ leaves viewer overwhelmed and drained

By Ann Grady
Staff Writer

Awesome, bizarre, spectacular; just a few of the superlatives that describe ‘Altered States.’

The movie’s title refers to the changing state of the human consciousness. Not only does lead actor William Hurt alter his state in the film, he takes the audience along for the ride.

‘Altered States,’ directed by Ken Russell, stars William Hurt and Blair Brown. Variety reviewers rated: 3 stars (4 stars tape)

which leaves the audience drained and overwhelmed.

The movie is based on a novel by Paddy Chayevsky (who wrote “Network”) and is based on real-life experiments by physical and psychoanalyst John Lilly. Hurt plays a scientist, who by submerging himself in a tank of water and taking a psychedelic drug made from mushrooms, has found he can take his mind to different levels of consciousness. Among the things he can remember in his altered state is the birth of his daughter.

Although that sounds like a bizarre concept, it is only the start. The movie really gets fascinating when Hurt finds he can reach his altered state to a further level, where he physically becomes a primitive by making this state external.

His point is that Hurt makes clear his discovery, “Altered States,” has been bogged down in exposition that explains the process of altering one’s consciousness, and access in which Hurt tries to sort out his feelings toward the discovery.

This background may have been necessary to prepare the audience for what was to come, but it was also slow moving, and came close to losing my attention. Even when Hurt took a trip to an altered state, it just seemed like an excuse for using some nice special effects. Fortunately, when the

William Hurt submerges himself in a tank of water to take his mind to different levels of consciousness in ‘Altered States.”
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Atlanta police looking for missing black child

ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta police have launched a search for a 7-year-old black child who has vanished, hoping to find the boy before the end of the day.

Police said they have been experiencing something beyond their control, and they are attempting to transfer to an area where children are often found.

Police were left with only one suspect: a 17-year-old boy who has a history of mental instability.

A 17-year-old boy who has a history of mental instability was taken into custody after allegedly attempting to transfer to an area where children are often found.

Only two of the 17 cases being investigated by the special task force involving children who still are missing. The other 15 black children, all between the ages of 7 and 15, have been found dead.

The youths all disappeared within the past 10 months. None of the cases has been solved, and police are becoming more confident that more than one person is involved in the slayings.

Fulton County Police Chief Clinton Chaffin said many of the victims apparently were not forcibly abducted and went voluntarily.

He said police are convinced the killers or rapists probably were not successful in every attempt to lure children.

Medical examiner Dr. Robert Silverman said there was no evidence the Geter boy put up a struggle.

Police urged parents and children to report any attempts that have been made to lure a child into a car.

"We need to know if anyone solicited them for work," Chaffin said. "Has anyone solicited them to do anything? It might be perfectly innocent, but then it may not be. Sometimes a non-magnificent thing can put them into places and bring the whole thing together."

Several federal agencies have been involved in a drive to provide the city with more advisors, technical assistance and equipment to help in the investigation. Vice President George Bush announced Saturday the Justice Department will step up efforts to help solve the cases.

The volunteer searchers have been combing several Atlanta neighborhoods, searching in the cases since last fall.

The body of one of the victims, 7-year-old Latonya Wilson, was found by volunteers during the first search last fall, but nothing significant has turned up since then.

Chaffin said it has been an endless search.

"Close Encounters" was so popular that it has been screened in new venues, including science fiction conventions. The movie draws the audience into the action of the film, and inside Hurt's head.

One recent movie that attempted to transfer to an audience was "The Day the Earth Stood Still," which draws the audience into the action of the film, and inside Hurt's head.

Hurt is a remarkable actor who can transform himself into a character. He gives a performance that is moving and entertaining.

"Altered States" was released in 1981, and it has been popular with audiences for the past 10 months. The movie explores the concept of telepathy and how it might be used for communication.

"The Day the Earth Stood Still" has been screened in new venues, including science fiction conventions. The movie draws the audience into the action of the film, and inside Hurt's head.

The audience feels the frustrations of Hurt as he tries to tell colleagues what he is to do. They feel his pain, joy, desire, and fears as he takes his journey through the mind.

Obviously, the acting had to be good to be in the audience and to make the movie a success. The film is often compared to other telepathy films. Hurt plays his role well, even better, though, is Blair Brown, who plays Hurt's wife. She knows he is an unusual person, but trying to understand the discovery of a human being. She is a very strong actress who can make a role interesting.

It is not necessary to see the movie to understand the plot. Once you catch on to the concept of the film, however, prepare yourself for a ride through some of the most bizarre and spectacular moments of any film ever made. The movie is more than a story, it is a movie experience unlike any I've had before.
Activities

Historic Joliet Prison exhibit, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Fayer South Gallery
Hann Hoffman-Colaris in black and white exhibit, 14 a.m.-5 p.m., Mitchell Gallery
Watermark exhibit, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Fayer South Gallery
Salukis Spring Sale, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Video Lounge
Student Wellness Center meeting, 7-8 p.m., Humans Room
Student Center Art Competition judging, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Ballroom

We are the Alternative
to downtown's hectic pace

WIN THIS BEAR for VALENTINE'S DAY

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

university bookstore
536-3321 STUDENT CENTER

3.5 A.M., Sangamon Room
Council for Exceptional Children meeting, 7:30 p.m., Theses Room
Campus Crusade meeting, 9 a.m.-noon, Activity Room A; and 6-9 p.m., Ohio Room
ASA meeting, 7-5 p.m., Sangamon Room
Alpha Chi Sigma meeting, 7-4 p.m., Activity Room A
Science Fiction Society meeting, 7:30-11 p.m., Activity Room D.

The Alpha Angles will be collecting donations for the Luckemia Foundation Research Fund from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Wednesday on the first floor of the Student Center.

A free Introductory karate class will be held from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Monday at the Jackson County YMCA at 500 W. Sunset. The SIU Karate Club will demonstrate karate techniques.

SOAR will sponsor a winter backpacking trip Feb. 14-15 on Cedar Lake trails to emphasize winter survival skills such as staying warm, map and compass navigation, and menu planning. There will be a pre-trip meeting at 6 p.m. Monday in the Leisure Exploration Service Office at the Recreation Center. Additional information can be obtained by calling Siren Dehovend at 536-4161.

John Diring, associate director of ERIC-SMEAC of Ohio State University and an environmental educator, will make a series of presentations including "Introducing Environmental Education in the Content Areas," to be held at 7:30 p.m. Monday at the faculty lounge in Wham, and "Problems, Trends and Research Areas," at 8 a.m. Tuesday in Pulliam 304. Disinger will hold an informal meeting at 11 a.m. Tuesday in the faculty lounge in Wham. The presentations are sponsored by the Department of Curriculum, Instruction and Media and the College of Education and are open to all students and faculty.

Career Counseling Center will hold two ongoing sessions of a group entitled "Reality Testing for Sophomores and Juniors," for students who have chosen a major but want to consider what more they can do during college to further their career goals. Groups will meet from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuesdays and noon to 2 p.m. Wednesdays for four weeks. Additional information can be obtained by calling 536-3096.

A financial aid workshop, co-sponsored by the Center for Basic Skills and the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance, will be held from 7 to 9 a.m. Monday at the entrance of the Office of the Financial Aid will review types of financial aid, when and how to apply and eligibility requirements.

The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures will show the film "Hiroshima mon Amour from 1 to 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Heritage Auditorium. The film, which is in French with English subtitles, is a love story set in Hiroshima after it has been destroyed. Admission is free.

The Clothing and Textile Club will hold a pattern sale from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday through Wednesday at Quebec 130. Janet Jeffries of the Office of Financial Aid will review types of financial aid, when and how to apply and eligibility requirements.

The Carbondale branch of the American Association of University Women will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday at the SIU Faculty Club on the corner of Elizabeth and Grand. Helen Verges will give a report, "Women in the Third World," based on material presented at the United Nations seminar which she attended in November 1980.

The Student Wellness Resource Center will hold a five-week course on how to cook and kick the junk food habit from 7 to 9 p.m. on Wednesdays, beginning Feb. 11. Additional information can be obtained by calling 536-7792.

Robert "Doc" Stackman, former SIU athletic trainer, is available for athletic injury consultation and advice from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays through Friday. Appointments can be scheduled by calling 433-3630 as much as a week in advance. This service is being co-sponsored by the Student Wellness Center and the Office of Intramural-Recreational Sports.
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Reagan encounters opposition in eliminating urban program.

By Don McLear
AP Political Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — UDAG is one of those lesser known government agencies. Few outside the bureaucracy would even recognize the letters.

But President Reagan has raised it to the forefront in an effort to eliminate a program considered too liberal by both Republicans as Calvin Coolidge.

The intended demise of Urban Development Action Grants may provide the best example of the problems facing Reagan as he tries to cut billions of dollars from federal agency budgets. Even the most vulnerable items in the budget have diehard defenders in unexpected places.

When a delegation of big city mayors visited the White House last week they got the bad news they had expected — they would be asked to sacrifice until it hurts for the good of the economy.

But only specific information they gleaned from the meeting that UDAG was definitely on the list to be eliminated.

The bipartisan shock the mayors displayed came as something of a shock to White House officials around the budget.

UDAG had looked like an easy target, one line in the budget that could be cut without a huge savings in federal dollars in urban block grants to local governments, UDAG was a dink in the $180 billion federal budget.

It also was the gemstone of former President Carter's urban policy, the only major new program that he actually got through Congress. That alone made it suspect to a new Republican administration.

In addition, UDAG is distributed in tight little packages approved in Washington and aimed at specific projects. Hadn't the mayors and governors been at full capacity in the battle over federal aid?

Reagan explained he could ease the blow by distributing an undisclosed amount of alternative money through less structured grants. But the mayors and Republicans in the vanguard helped him to take another look.

Mayor Richard Carver of Peoria — president of the Republican mayors conference and co-chairman of the mayor's division of Reagan's presidential campaign — patiently explained the facts of life.

Even if it was a Carter program, he told the meeting, the concept was as Republican as Coolidge. Its main purpose is to lure private investment into troubled areas instead of pumping endless federal dollars down the drain one of Reagan's most frequent campaign refrains.

Carver was backed by colleagues such as Mayor Pete Wilson of San Diego, the other co-chairman of mayors for Reagan, and Mayor Richard Hudnut of Indianapolis, also a Republican and chairman of the National League of Cities. In three years, UDAG has been the budget for more than $1,000 urban projects and nearly $2 million in its investment, attracting more than $1 15 million from private investors. Each UDAG dollar now being pumped into one of the city projects is worth at least $5 in private investment, he ex-

See UDAG Page 13

Monday's puzzle
Energy group makes conservation proposals

By Melody Cook
Staff Writer

Many of the ideas for energy policies brought out at the first Carbondale "Future Power" meeting were listed again Thursday night as the participants in the second forum made a point to present their suggestions for specific energy goals for the city.

Many of those present for the second forum, held at the First Baptist Church in Carbondale, were repeaters from the first meeting, but of the 40 people present, only about 20 participated in the group discussions to develop what Carbondale Energy Coordinator Robert Pauls called "very concrete goals and objectives for the city of Carbondale."

The main thrust of the group's suggestions, in addition to the areas of public education, energy conservation, recycling and transportation, specific program ideas included major points such as recycling, devise "ride-sharing programs" being brought up to bring to the standards at the point of sale and incentives for energy conservation.

IDEAS for building "super-insulated" homes were brought out in the featured speech by Wayne Schick, regional director and a researcher in solar energy field, according to Chris Robertson, chairman of the peace and environmental committees and co-founder of Shanor Solar.

Schick, who built his first solar house in 1968, said he has learned a lot about how much insulation a house really could have 10 years ago, and that he built at least 10 "super-insulated," energy efficient solar homes as part of his design research plans he has sold. Young architects today are too obsessed with building a lot of cubic feet, said Schick, and those buildings are not insulating any better than he was in 1968, he said.

Colorado nuclear plant reports leak

PLATTEVILLE, Colo. (AP) — The third radiation leak in as many days was reported Sunday at the Fort St. Vrain nuclear power plant, and the plant was suspended tests on monitoring equipment until the problem can be found, a spokesman said.

Bob Burns of the Public Service Co. of Colorado said the latest release, which occurred at 10:30 a.m. Sunday, involved a minute quantity of radioactive helium coolant that leaked into the reactor building.

Special Opportunities for R.P.C.V.'s

Call Peace Corps 453-3231 ext. 273

FINANCIAL AID AWARDS FOR SPRING SEMESTER 1981

The Student Work and Financial Assistance Office will be making financial aid packages for Spring Semester 1981 on a funds available basis. Student must have a current (1980-81) ACT/FFS on file. To be considered, please make an appointment with your financial aid counselor by calling 453-4334.

NOTE: National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) funds are limited. There are NO Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) funds available.
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SIX BEDROOM HOUSE. One roommate needed...very large bedroom, near campus. 7423 South St. 549-1718. First month, $1200. Included: A/C, everything. $1200 plus deposit. 549-1718.

SIX BEDROOM HOUSE. Six month lease. Roommate with off-campus housing. 549-1718. 4808 Beale St.

AMERICAN STUDENT TRANSIT. "The Student Transit" prevents crime, makes the city safe, improves quality of life. Call 549-1718. 4808 Beale St. S. 549-1718.

"THE STUDENT Transit" to Chicago and suburbs. Runs every day, every hour. $2.50 2pm, returns $3.75 6:10pm. Saturday & Sunday: $2.50 10am, $3.75 8pm. "Plaza Buses" to Chicago and suburbs. $2.50. Buses depart Friday & Saturday at 7:45pm. Tickets may be purchased 2 weeks in advance. Call 549-1718.
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The men's gymnastics team staged a comeback Saturday at the Illinois Intercollegiate in Champaign, but it wasn't enough to make up for the lapse it suffered against Illinois in a previous meet.

The Salukis finished third with 508.52 points, behind Illinois State with 510.00 points and Northern Illinois with 518.65 points.

Both of those teams are in the Mid-East Region with SIU-C, but Coach Bill Babcock didn't think the third-place finish will hurt his team's bid to win the region title. A region title would assure Joe team a trip to the nationals.

"It will affect the overall standings, but I am not sure how much," Babcock said. "We still have a dual meet in March against Illinois but now we know what we are up against." The Salukis have beaten NIU in a dual meet this season.

SIU-C was in fifth place following the floor exercise Friday night optional events. Brian Babcock was first in place in the all-around competition with 54.39 points. He won the floor exercise with 9.40 and placed second in parallel bars with 9.40 but placed seventh in the still rings. Babcock will not be home in the pommel horse and failed to place in vaulting and高低杠.

Babcock turned his performance around Saturday in the compulsory events. He was shooting to score 111 points and qualify for the national tournament, but fell short by 45 points. He won the all-around competition with 96 points for a total of 110.35. Babcock also won the compulsory pommel horse and placed second in the high bar. Babcock scored a 9.40 in the still rings and third in parallel bars and vaulting.


The scores from the optional events and compulsory events were combined to determine a group of five to compete in the finals for each event. The finals serve as a show-case for the individual gymnasts and the points assessed aid each individual gymnast in qualifying for nationals.

Babcock took first in the combined totals of floor exercise with a 14.25 score. Bettis was third with an 10.60 and Barut fifth with 10.96. Babcock finished fourth in rings, first in parallel bars, first in pommel horse and tied teammate Brandy for fourth in high bar.

Sismani finished eighth in rings while Barut and Bettis finished sixth and seventh respectively in vaulting. Levy placed first in the high bar.

Bettis won the finals of floor exercise with a routine that drew applause from the crowd in Huff Gym.

Babcock tied for first in the pommel horse finals and tied for third in parallel bars and rings. Levy tied for second in the high bar finals while Brandy tied for third.

The Salukis will battle Brigham Young Monday at the Arena. The floor exercise and vaulting events will be held at 3 p.m. and the other four events are scheduled to be held at 3:30 p.m. following the Saluki-Wichita State basketball game.
**Netters alter lineup; defeat Murray**

By Greg Walsh

The Saluki men’s tennis team won its match against Murray State Saturday night at Carboy Hawkins Stadium following a day-before-switch of the line-up by coach Dick LeFevre.

LeFevre said he moved Lito Ampano to the No. 3 spot following his loss to North­western’s Mike Halen last Saturday, 6-1, 6-1. On the other hand, Brian Stanley won his match, so LeFevre moved him to No. 2.

The shift paid off for LeFevre—sort of. Stanley lost to Murray State’s Terge Fasnman, 6-4, 6-2, 6-4, as expected, and the Salukis lost five of seven matches, 6-9, with help of sharp outlet play of our reserve, Sidnor Moncrief, 59-3.

In the opening set of his dual, Ste­ve Smith won 6-4, 6-2, before time ran out, 6-1, 10-8, a crucial point coming in the final period when Lito was losing for stalling and Guarerno was awarded a 6-1, 6-1 victory.

LeFevre said that he had a problem keeping his weight down all season. Illinois Coach Greg Johnson said, “Today was the culmination of a season’s worth of that problem, keeping his weight down, five pounds over the weight today.”

**Bucks romp past Bulls, 128-109**

**MILWAUKEE (AP)—Junior Bridgeman poured in 27 points, 19 in the first half, and Quinn Buckner added a season-high 28, leading the Milwaukee Bucks past the Chicago Bulls 128-109 in an NBA game Sunday.**

The Bulls, playing their third game since Friday night and their fourth in eight days, were led by David Greenwood with 26 points.

Bridgeman sank his first six shots and shot 13-for-19, as the Bulls were off to a hot start that they never let go.

The Bucks rallied briefly behind the shooting of center Bob Lanier, 6-6, but the second half was theirs as Greenwood poured in eight points in the third and five in the fourth, one-hand shovel of minutes of the first half, which ended with the Bucks ahead 60-51.

Two free throws by Lanier capped a run of eight successive Milwaukee points as the Bucks broke away, 3-11 lead.

Bucks, getting several open shots off their running game with help of sharp outlet play of our reserve, Sidnor Moncrief, 59-3, as expected, and the Salukis lost five of seven matches, 6-9, with help of sharp outlet play of our reserve, Sidnor Moncrief, 59-3.

**TRACk**

from Page 16

Karsten Schultz got second-place finishes from Schults in the mile, 4:05.6; Andy Geiger, pole vault, 14 feet 4 inches; John Smith, 3000-meter run, 34 feet 1 2/2 inches; and the mile relay team.

As for the rest of the team, Hartsog said “We just weren’t ready for this. Some of our boys didn’t come through for us, but that doesn’t matter. We weren’t ready for this type of competition.”

He went on to make his much­repeated plea for indoor facilities at SIU-C.

Dick Starcher of Alton said he was impressed with his squad’s performance, which included nine firsts and six seconds.

It didn’t take Illinois long to turn the game around, as John Powers nailed Saluki Dave Martinka 33 seconds into the 1:24-pound match. From then on, SIU-C, already holding three three-point decisions and a two-point draw.

The draw, which came in the 142-pound class, was the most exciting match of the meet. Saluki Dave Kreller was behindPoppy Guerrero, 6-3, with time running out in the second period.

Kreller scored a reverse and a near-pin before time ran out, 10-10, Kreller ended 10-6, a crucial point coming in the final period when Poppy was losing for stalling and Guerrero was awarded a 6-1, 6-1 victory.

“The official must have been confused on that call,” Saluki Coach Jim Long said. “Dave was able to get in the Illinois youngster who stalled.”

Saturday marked the first meet Illinois has wrestled at 142.

After dropping some weight, he traded his 150-pound berth to Mark Harper for the 141 spot. “It was a smart move on Dave’s part to lose the weight,” Long said. “His execution was more precise, but I also lose some miscalculations. He just wasn’t handing over the situation in the third period. I don’t know what was in his mind.”

The Salukis scored three points in the 192-pound class, in which Tim Dillick won a decision over Al Blount, and three more at 187. The match for stalling was squeaked out by Trent Taylor, 8-7. “I was disappointed with Trent’s performance today,” Johnson said. “Eric wrestled him aggressively, and Trent couldn’t stop him or even get in range.” The whole SIU-C team was aggressive today, and we were sluggish.”

The style of both wrestlers in the 192-pound division was aggressive, as Saluki Mark Hodstrom and Illinois’ Greg Close met. Close won the match by a point, and Hodstrom could’ve won it had he gained enough control over “we in the closing seconds to score a reverse.”

“Mark was really intense,” Long said. Against Hodstrom, he recruited from West Leyden high school in Metrrose Park. “I think you can attribute much of the intensity of that match to the fact that they were in the same prep conference and wrestled each other in high school.”

The Salukis will face Indiana State at 7:26 p.m. Tuesday, Eastern Illinois at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, and Louisiana State at 2 p.m. Friday. All meets will be at the Arena.
Saluki swimmers drown Wolverines:

By Mike Anthony

The Saluki men's swimming and diving team left the University of Michigan's Wolverine bowlig last Saturday, as SIU-C defeated Michigan for the first time in nine dual meets or outings, 64-49. According to Saluki Co-ch Ed Bob Steele, "I'm not surprised (about the win) because we were into the meet this thing would win. Everything kind of fell into place.

Steele said he thought the Salukis controlled the meet, as SIU-C won eight events and set five meet records. A freshman record in the 600-yard freestyle relay with a time of 3:00.0, breaking the old time of 3:01.7. The all-freshman free relay team finished in second place, and lost by only 1.5 seconds. Steele said he was interested in seeing what they could do because the 600-yard freestyle was the last event in the meet and the Salukis almost defeated in the bag.

An outstanding Captain Pat Looby won both the 50-yard freestyle and the 100-yard freestyle events in 21.1 and 46.7, respectively. Keith Armstrong, an SIU-C sophomore, finished third in both the 200-yard freestyle and 100-yard freestyle events. "I swam just about as fast as he did against Mississippi," Steele said of Armstrong.

In the 200-yard breaststroke, Stintz captured first place with a time of 2:07.0 and placed second.

"Nothing has an exceptional meet," Steele said. "I swam the 100-yard freestyle 10.7 faster than before. SIU-C's Larry Woolley had an outstanding win in the 200-yard breaststroke and dropped one-half of a second on his time, 2.13.

"Wooley keeps being away at faster times," he added.

In the diving competition, SIU-C posted 548 points on the one-meter diving by six points to Michigan. In the two-meter diving Marriet placed first with 350 points and Bond finished second with 295 points.

Steele said he looked forward to when the Salukis face Iowa in two weeks.

The Salukis are now 3-1 in dual meet competition and will face Michigan State, Feb. 13-15, at the Recreation Center pool.

Trackmen behind Illini at state meet

By Greg Walsh

SIU-C's men's track Coach Lew Hartlaub said his team was doing well but he and the Saluki trackmen had a chance to find out just how well they went against the Illinois Friday and Saturday in the Intercollegiates Indoor Championships in Champaign. Hartlaub said last week that Illinois would win it, and it did win.

"SIU-C's Larry Woolley had an outstanding win in the 200-yard breaststroke and dropped one-half of a second on his time, 21.3.

"Woolley keeps being away at faster times," he added.

Indiana State mutates cagers, 90-54

By Scott Stahmer

Associated Press Editor

Could the men's basketball team possibly hit a lower point than it did in its 65-61 loss to Loyola two weeks ago? Sure. Just ask Saluki Coach Joe Gottfried.

On second thought, don't ask him.

Gottfried, normally upbeat even in defeat, was a dour figure Indiana State thrashed, smashed and ultimately thrashed his Salukis, 90-54, Saturday in Terre Haute, Ind. It was the Eighth in Missouri Valley Conference play and 7-14 overall.

"It was a stung," Gottfried said after the debacle. "I told the guys in the locker room that we were out of our harden defeat. Indiana State is cer-

Women cagers almost win ISU tourney

By Dave Kane

Sports Editor

There appears to be an ind

What a coincidence between

Saluki's swim 'mers' stumble

Salukis' score leader, 6-10 center Rod Camp with 30, also was their turnover leader with nine.

The Salukis scored the for the game in the first 10 minutes, changing to leads of 10-1 and 22-9 behind 10 points by Mc-Field, the 6-5 guard who had 30 points against SIU-C in the team' first meeting.

A duck and a layup by Rod Camp and baskets by Charles Nasce and Darrell Jones chopped that to 22-20; and the Salukis closed even closer, 26-

Tulsa or Crocsight.

"We went out there and weren't ready to play. We kept interchanging the lineup because we weren't getting any play," Gottfried added.

"It was just a horrible performance.

The Salukars, only 6-12 and 3-7 in the Valley this year, normally aren't capable of scoring 90 points on a pinball machine. The Salukis were considered slight underdogs going into the contest, if only because SIU-C last month in Carbondale.

In thanks to 45 points by the Salukars of Robert McField, 23 by Lester Wright and a typically high number of Salukis turnovers (29), ISU—which has lost to such giants of the basketball world as Tennessee, Valhalla and Montgomery—captured its most lop-sided win of the year.

"We were totally lost, five defensively," Gottfried said. "They did pretty much what they wanted to do."

Appropriately, the Salukis' scoring leader, 6-10 center Rod Camp with 30, also was their turnover leader with nine.

The Salukis scored the game in the first 10 minutes, changing to leads of 10-1 and 22-9 behind 10 points by Mc-Field, the 6-5 guard who had 30 points against SIU-C in the team's first meeting.

A duck and a layup by Rod Camp and baskets by Charles Nasce and Darrell Jones chopped that to 22-20; and the Salukis closed even closer, 26-27.

But Wright took over for Indiana State, scoring six points and leading by 6-3 in a 32-27 Salukis victory that gave the Screaming 7s a 34-24 lead.

The Salukis truly collapsed in the second half, as Indiana State outscored them, 56-30, and sent the Pullman Center crowd to 4-122, a new--